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With every sunrise, the world is being challenged to produce adequate food for its ever-growing population. Besides some inherent bottlenecks in agriculture, a basket of emerging problems has narrowed down the smooth pursuance of enhanced productivity. Among these, the burning issue of climate change and its possible consequences on agricultural production has received importance late, but the problem is very real. If nothing is done to seize or adapt to climate change, the situation will be harsh for us in the coming years. Agricultural productivity is a function of better inputs, among which quality seed holds utmost importance. Use of only 20–25% quality seeds, i.e. purchased new every year of total quality seed demand by Indian farmers, makes it possible to produce about 260 mt foodgrains annually. So we can think of the production potential of high-quality seeds. But, a steady temporal fluctuation in climatic variables has put seed quality under threat.

Climate change

The fundamentals of climate change have long been well understood because they encompass the basic physics that keeps the earth habitable. Heat-trapping greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere (like water vapour and carbon dioxide) act like a blanket and keep the surface and lower atmosphere about 33°C warmer than it would be without GHGs. Since, the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, burning of fossil fuels and deforestation are increasing the concentration of CO₂ and other GHGs in the atmosphere, and thickening the GHG blanket. The Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in its fourth assessment report has projected that temperature increase by the end of the 21st century is expected to be in the range 1.8–4.0°C (ref. 4). It is more likely that future tropical cyclones will become more intense with greater peak wind speed and heavier precipitation. Increase in the amount of precipitation is likely in high altitudes; while decrease is expected in the subtropical regions. Himalayan glaciers and snow covers are projected to contract. The projected sea-level rise by the end of the 21st century is likely to be 0.18–0.59 m. For the Indian region, the rise in the aforesaid factors is not an exception. India is confronted with the real issue of sustaining rapid economic growth and food security amidst the increasing global threat of climate change. According to the UN Human Development Report, most of the poorest people live in rural India and almost completely rely on natural resources for their livelihood. In India, around 60% of the people are engaged in agriculture and allied sectors, while many others earn their living in coastal areas through tourism or fishing. Evidence has shown that climate change will affect the distribution and quality of Indian’s natural resources like monsoon rainfall pattern, which will ultimately threaten the livelihood security of most poor and marginal sectors of the population who are closely tied to India’s natural resource base, i.e. agriculture.

Climate change and seed quality

Seed is the basic and most vital input of agriculture. Without high quality seed, other inputs and better technologies remain worthless. At adverse field conditions, good quality seeds along with recommended doses of other inputs provide uniform and rapid germination, healthy crop establishment and subsequently good crop harvest. Seed quality comprises of several parameters, viz. physical and genetic purity of seeds, seed germination, viability, vigour, seed health and appearance like size, shape, weight and colour. Each of these parameters depends on climatic variables prevailing during the entire crop growth period and subsequent seed processing. If the climatic factors are adverse during crop growth period, the resultant poor quality seeds fetch lower market value and ultimately the economy of farmer comes in a verge of loss.

To obtain high-quality seeds, they have to pass through several well-defined sequential steps starting from timely sowing with required inputs in the field to good and uniform germination and growth, timely flowering; complete development of flower primordial, pollen and egg; pollination followed by double fertilization, embryo formation and en-dosperm development; seed maturation and timely harvest; and seed processing, transportation, storage and handling until next sowing. Every stage of this long chain is vulnerable to biotic and abiotic stresses. Alarming reports are being generated and disseminated frequently by various scientific groups, and non-governmental organizations in every aspect of plant growth.

It has been revealed that climate warming may result in a shift in germination from spring to autumn. Seed dormancy has been naturally modified by changing environment and promotes germination at an undesirable time. Study shows that temperature affects both phenology and pollen sterility in wheat crop. Less temperature during crop growth period enhances crop duration, while higher temperature hastens anthesis and maturity of crop. Low temperature during anthesis increases pollen sterility, thereby decreasing germination of pollen grains rendering good seed set.

In many tropical and subtropical regions, potential seed yields are expected to decrease for most projected increase in temperature. Various studies have reported that direct impacts of climate changes would be small on ‘kharif’ crops, but overall ‘kharif’ agriculture will become vulnerable due to increased incidence of weather extremes like delayed or early onset of monsoon, intensity and frequency of droughts and floods, diurnal asymmetry in temperature, change in humidity and pest incidence and virulence. Production of ‘rabi’ crop is relatively more risky due to shortened crop growth periods and increased terminal heat and water stress.

Among the climatic variables, high temperature and moisture stress not only affect seed yield but also seed quality and performance of the resultant crops. Climate change poses a threat for the existing crop species by altering phenology and crop growth periods, promoting
prevalence of new seed-borne diseases, affecting the behaviour of pollinators,
shifting crop suitability areas, reducing seed yields, storability and longevity of seeds. Weather stress during seed produc-
tion lowers the duration of stigma receptivity, which ultimately leads to re-
duction of seed set and size. Decrease in seed size may also cause problems dur-
ing seed processing. However, every ad-
verse effect reflects on the whole seed quality characteristics, which is directly related to lower market value and poor farm economy.

Even if acceptable quantity of seed is produced, possible change in chemical composition of seed by adverse weather condition during crop growth lowers its quality. Polyphenolics and fatty acid composition of seed oil have significant effect on viability, germination, dor-
mancy, seed-coat permeability and stor-
ability. Accumulation of different lipids and soluble sugars changes the resistance to peroxidative damage caused to the seeds during storage. Oleic to linoleic acid ratio or unsaturated to saturated fatty acid ratio plays the main role. Lino-
lenic acid has been reported to be associ-
ated with higher rate of germination. It is particularly required for the synthesis of glycolipids, which are the major compo-
nents of cell membranes. But the fatty acid profile and ratio in crop plants are vulnerable to environmental stress. Oil-
producing plants growing in warmer cli-
mates are higher in saturates and mono unsaturates and lower in poly unsaturates, than the plants growing in cooler cli-
mates.

Climate change is reported to have adverse effects on the biochemical com-
position of seeds with far-reaching con-
sequences on seed quality. Recent proteomics work has provided invaluable insights into the molecular processes in germinating seeds of many crops under different treatments, including metal ions (e.g. copper and cadmium), heat stress, drought, low temperature, hormones and chemicals (gibberellins, abscisic acid, salicylic acid, and α-amanitin), as well as to artificial disease infection by several pathogens. Till now over 600 environ-
mental factor-responsive proteins have been identified with various expression patterns in germinating seeds. Activity of some important enzymes like callase (β-1,3 d-glucanase), sucrose and starch synthetase, hydrogenase, α- and β-
amylase, invertase, protease, lipase, mannanase, peroxidase and plant growth regulators (PGRs) like abscisic acid, giberellins, ethylene, brassinosteroids, auxin and cytokinins is indispensable for development and maturation of high-
quality seeds. These enzymes and PGRs regulate the interconnected molecular processes that control seed development, maturity, dormancy release and germina-
tion. Amino acids like proline which con-
fers stress tolerance in plants as well as seeds and the enzymes of its synthesis pathway like pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase, ornithine aminotransferase, and proline dehydrogenase are also modified by environmental stress.

Various researchers highlight diverse regulatory and metabolic mechanisms upon seed germination, including induc-
tion of environmental factor-responsive signalling pathways, seed storage reserve mobilization and utilization, enhance-
ment of DNA repair and modification, regulation of gene expression and protein synthesis, modulation of cell structure, and cell defence. Quality messenger RNAs stored during embryo maturation in the mother plant, proteostasis and DNA integrity, sulphur amino acid metabolism pathway regulating cell metab-
olism and its close relationships with hormone signalling pathways play a major role in control of germination process. Temperature irregularity at any crop growth stage may hamper the normal functioning of these essential components resulting in physiological abnormalities which ultimately worsen seed quality.

Mitigation strategies

To survive in this changing environment, C3/C4 balance is changing with time in several ecosystems worldwide, like the way once C4 evolved from C3 by means of genetic, anatomical and physiological changes for better utilization of enhanced temperature and CO2 (ref. 26). Using modern research strategies like C4 engineering, a C3 plant may be converted into C4 plant to utilize increased level of atmospheric CO2. Identifying and trans-
forming the genes necessary to install C4 photosynthesis is the key step for C4 engi-
neering. The functional C4 cycle also re-
quires down-regulation of part of the Calvin–Benson cycle in mesophyll cells. Another aspect of C4 engineering is addi-
tion of the transporters required to support fluxes of metabolites between subcellular compartments of the C4 cycle.

Despite these research advances, there is a need to shift crop-growing areas towards suitable growing locations and accordingly, we may shift seed-production areas. Studies have shown the steady effect of changing temperature regime on productivity of wheat, mustard, chickpea and barley, and have recommended shifting the sowing time as an adaptation strat-
agy. Wheat yield reduced with maximum decrease in Haryana (4.29 q/ha) followed by Rajasthan (2.49 q/ha) per degree rise in seasonal temperature. There are some tem-
poral changes in seed-production areas of India like in the south, erratic rainfall patterns are causing the coffee crops to fruit twice and sometimes thrice in a year resulting in inferior beans. Similarly, in the Kuttanad region of Kerala (the state’s rice bowl), heavy rains delay normal October sowing, pushing it up to De-
ember. Because of late sowing, crop growth period coincides with the occur-
rence of insect-pests and diseases. The additional cost of pest control increases the price of seeds. So, a combination of shifting the location and sowing time is needed to avoid these problems.

Improvement in microclimate around seeds may eliminate or curtail the risk of damage due to possible climatic calamities in field conditions. Seed coating with thermostable polymer augmented with pesticides and growth supplements (e.g. PGRs, etc.) is a promising option in high-value crops to cope with harsh field conditions. In this technique, seeds are allowed to germinate in the field only within a suitable range of temperatures instead of sudden unfavourable condi-
tions. Retaining high amount of moisture in the soil for easy germination of seeds is an alternative to cope with changing soil–moisture pattern. To withstand low soil–moisture condition in the field, seed hardening, i.e. alternate wetting and drying of seeds under artificial condition is to be practised for sensitive crops. Amending soil with superabsorbent hydrogels that can retain soil moisture several times higher even in dry soil, thus improving seed germination and seedling emergence, can also be an alter-
native technique.

In the changing climate era, to combat major regional or global catastrophe, the Svalbard Global Seed Vault has been established on the Norwegian island of Spitsbergen in 2006. An Indian seed
bank in the Himalayas in Chang La has also been planned.
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way to combat against climate change. But human efforts above cannot help overcome the natural consequences of the ever-increasing undesirable activities of man on this Earth. Until and unless the causes of climate change are minimized to the maximum possible limit, the sufferings are going to increase manifold.
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